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Individual and Cultural Diversity in the Classroom (3 credits) 
300:401:Section 02: Hardenbergh Hall Room A-6 

Spring 2012, Tuesdays and Thursdays 1:10 – 2:30 pm 
  
 
INSTRUCTOR 
Dr. Keisha L. Green 
keisha.green@gse.rutgers.edu (I check email Mondays – Fridays 9am to 5pm) 
732- 932-7496, ext. 8252 
Office – GSE room 229B 
Office Hours – Tuesdays and Thursdays 10am to Noon and by appointment 
 
Prerequisites:  Admission to the GSE Teacher Education Programs or Designation as an 
Education Minor and 05:300:200 Introduction to Education 
 
Mode of Instruction: Lecture & Seminar 
 
Course Description:  Focuses on the range of student diversity in contemporary classrooms, 
including cultural, linguistic, and academic differences. Emphasizes strategies to enhance 
academic success, promote interaction, and facilitate the inclusion of diverse students in the 
regular school setting. 
 
ABOUT THE COURSE 
This course is designed to provide an overview of the ways that individual identity, cultural 
practice, social power relationships, institutional norms, and curricular messages function in our 
increasingly diverse educational settings.  We will attend particularly to ways that individuals and 
groups are (and have been) marginalized in society and in educational settings.  We will critically 
examine the impact of that marginalization in the areas of race, gender, religion, sexuality, 
language, ability, class, and ethnicity. 

 
Through ongoing critical readings and inquiry into human diversity, marginalization, and 
institutional and social power relationships, you will have the opportunity to develop as 
reflective practitioners with an understanding of the best ways for you to create a socially just 
classroom serving diverse populations as scholars, problem-solvers, and partners.  I hope for 
lively engagement (in readings, discussions, class activities, and assignments) in such issues as: 

• What and whose knowledge is represented in classrooms? 
• How are individuals and groups positioned in society? In schools? 
• How do particular views of education envision what is “good” for children and 

society?  What are the underlying assumptions? 
• How do the classroom and school “climate” and culture influence learning for 

students from historically marginalized groups?  
• Whose view of the world is silenced or privileged within particular 

pedagogies? 
• How do these issues relate to the over-all socio-political context AND the 

world of “What should I teach this week?” 
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• (Put another way) How do teachers and schools influence the social world?  
• How does who we are as teachers and our personal life experience influence 

our approach to teaching students from historically marginalized groups? 
• What are the relationships between culture, society, and education? 
• What are the dynamics of daily life in schools as institutions in particular 

organizational and community contexts? 
• In what ways are gender, language, culture, race, social class, and the 

relationship between school and culture important to our education? 
• What can we, as teachers, do to educate students for democratic 

empowerment and social justice? 
 
Overarching each of these questions is the assumption that teachers, individually and 
collectively, have a great influence on their students and the world in which we live.  This 
influence ought to be acted upon consciously and decisively; and presumably in the interest of 
educational equity and social justice.   This course is designed to help inform that process of 
conscious decision-making.  There will be many opportunities for you to develop your own 
interests and pursue them through individual and collective inquiry.   
 
New Jersey Professional Standards for Teachers Addressed in this Course: 
 
Standard 2 - Teachers shall understand how children and adolescents develop and learn in a 
variety of school, family and community contexts and provide opportunities that support their 
intellectual, social, emotional and physical development. 
 
Teachers know and understand: 
2.2 How student learning is influenced by individual experiences, talents and prior learning, as 
well 
as language, culture, family, and community values; and 
2.3 How to identify and teach to the developmental abilities of students, which may include 
learning differences, visual and perceptual differences, cultural and socio-emotional 
differences, special physical or emotional challenges and gifted and talented exceptionalities. 
 
Teachers value and are committed to: 
2.4 The educability of all children and adolescents; 
2.5 The belief that all children and adolescents bring talents and strengths to learning; 
2.6 Appreciation for multiple ways of knowing; 
2.7 The diverse talents of all students and to helping them develop self-confidence and subject 
matter competence; and 
2.8 The belief that all children and adolescents can learn at high levels and achieve success. 
 
 
 
 
Standard 3 - Teachers shall understand the practice of culturally responsive teaching. 
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Teachers know and understand: 
3.1How a person’s world view is profoundly shaped by his or her life experiences, as mediated 
by factors such as social class, gender, race, ethnicity, language, sexual orientation, age and 
special needs; 
3.2 The supports for and barriers to culturally responsive teaching in school environments; 
3.3 The process of second language acquisition and strategies to support the learning of 
students whose first language is not English; and 
3.4 The negative impact of bias, prejudice, and discrimination on students and society. 
 
Teachers value and are committed to: 
3.5 Respect for individual and cultural differences, and appreciation of the basic worth of each 
individual and cultural group; and 
3.6 The diversity of learning that takes place in the classroom, respect for the talents and 
perspectives of each student and sensitivity to community and cultural norms. 
Teachers engage in activities to: 
3.7 Create a learning community in which individual differences are respected; 
3.8 Learn about the diverse students they teach, and the students’ families and communities; 
3.9 Use strategies to support the learning of students whose first language is not English; and 
3.10 Use knowledge of students and their lives to design and carry out instruction that builds 
on students’ strengths while meeting their needs and taking into account issues of social class, 
gender, race, ethnicity, language, sexual orientation, age and special needs. 
 
Standard 7 - Teachers shall adapt and modify instruction to accommodate the special learning 
needs of all students. 
 
Teachers know and understand: 
7.1How to access information regarding applicable laws, rules, regulations and procedural 
safeguards regarding planning and implementing the individual education program; and 
7.2 Available resources related to educational strategies to accommodate individual differences 
and to employ positive behavioral intervention techniques to students with special needs. 
 
Teachers value and are committed to: 
7.3 The belief that children and adolescents with special needs can learn at high levels and 
achieve success. 
 
Teachers engage in activities to: 
7.4 Apply knowledge of students’ abilities/disabilities, experiences, talents and prior learning, 
as well as language, culture, economics, family and community values to positively impact 
student learning; 
 
 
GOALS OF THE COURSE: 
Through this course, you will work to develop an understanding of issues of equity and 
diversity and how they are integrally related to successful teaching.  You will interrogate your 
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own beliefs and understandings about diversity and your own position within institutional 
power relationships. We will examine the political nature of education through an ongoing 
critical analysis of the taken-for-granted.  One goal of the class is for students to question and 
challenge what schools and dominant society tell us is "normal" and "right."  Through critical 
questioning, we will examine notions of family, poverty, race, dysfunction, gender, sexuality, 
disability, religion, schooling, and education.  This kind of analysis is designed to provide you 
with a framework to understand your critical roles as teachers and generate an understanding 
the context of schooling from a non-dominant perspective. 
 
GENERAL EXPECTATIONS: 
In this course we will be discussing many topics about which many of us will feel passionate.  
Often people in the class will disagree with me and with each other.  At times, you are likely feel 
uncomfortable in this course – This is a GOOD thing.  Discomfort can often lead to new 
understanding.  In this course you will be challenged; you will also be asked to share your 
opinions – even if they are unpopular – and your opinions may be challenged!  Through 
healthy, intellectual debate, we will all learn something and come to new understandings.  It is 
important to remember when we disagree about issues, we are engaging in intellectual debate, 
not personal attack.  The primary rule for this class is to enter each day with an open mind and 
be willing to question the taken-for-granted. 
 
 
TEXTS: 
 
Required: 

• Lee, Enid; Menkart, Deborah; & Okazawa-Rey, Margo Eds. (2007). Beyond heroes and 
holidays. Washington, DC, Network of Educators on the Americas. 

 
• Nieto, Sonia & Patty Bode (2011).  Affirming Diversity: The sociopolitical context of 

urban education.  6th edition. 
 

• Calderon, JLove and Runell Hall, Marcella (2010). Love, Race, and Liberation: ‘Til the 
White Day is Done. Love and Liberation Press.  

 
• Other readings on SAKAI 

 
 
Choose ONE of the Following for Book Share Assignment (we will select these in class): 

 

1. Shapiro, Joseph (1993). No pity: people with disabilities forging a new civil rights 
movement. Random House. 

 
2. Pascoe, C. J. (2007). Dude You’re a Fag: Masculinity and Sexuality in High School. 

University of California Press.  
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3. Ornstein, Peggy (1995).  Schoolgirls: Young Women, Self-Esteem, and the Confidence 

Gap. Anchor Books. 
 

4. Olsen, Laurie  (1998). Made in America: Immigrant Students in Our Public Schools. 
New Press.  

 
5. Warren, Mark (2010). Fire in the Heart: How White Activists Embrace Racial Justice. 

Oxford University Press.  
 

6. Lefkowitz, Bernard (1998).  Our Guys.  Vintage Books. 
 

7. Ehrenreich, Barbara (2002). Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting By in America. Holt 
Paperbacks.  

 
  
COURSE ASSIGNMENTS: 
 
Class Participation/ preparedness (25%):  It's easy to find a seat in the back and do the work that 
seems more immediately pressing. However – this class is of pressing importance to future 
educators!  You will be responsible to educate EVERY child in your class – this may be the only 
time in your teacher education experience that you will have to talk about the implications of 
diversity in your life as a teacher.  How well prepared you are to teach our growing diverse student 
population will depend, in large part, on your participation in this class.  So, to encourage you to 
engage fully in our activities and discussions, class participation and preparedness will count.  I 
take notes during each class on participation and this is a CRITICAL part of your grade.  
 
Sakai Discussion Posts (10%).  Each student is required to make weekly postings on the Sakai 
discussion site.   Of these postings, at least 4 should be responses to other people’s threads, and at 
least 4 should be threads that you initiate.   All postings should be related to readings and/or class 
discussions for this class.  They will be graded based on thoughtfulness of post and relationship to 
discussion or reading.  
 
Culture Quilt (due 1/31; 5%): This is a visual representation of several aspects of your personal 
history and culture that, when “quilted” together, make up your identity. Used as an introduction 
to each other’s backgrounds, this assignment can be adapted for use with your future students. 
More detailed requirements and rubric are forthcoming.   
 
Autobiographical Narratives (20%): You will write two autobiographical narratives that 
challenge you to examine course readings in relation your own identity, family, schooling, 
community, life experience, history, and desire to teach. The purpose of the narratives is not 
merely to summarize your experiences but to analyze and reflect upon them in light of course 
readings and discussions. Each paper should be approximately three double-spaced pages. More 
detailed requirements and rubric are forthcoming. 
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1) Sociocultural History (due 1/31; 10%)  
2) Educational Resources Analysis (2/21; 10%) 
 
Cultural Inquiry (3/6; 10%) – In groups of 3-4 students, you will cross a cultural border – you 
will attend an event or visit a community with which you are unfamiliar.  You will choose a setting 
or community with which you are unfamiliar and a cultural outsider.  You will write a 5-7 page 
analysis  (1 paper per group) and be prepared to discuss/ present this is class. A detailed 
description and rubric will be available on Sakai. 
 
Book Share Review and Presentation (due 4/17-30; 15%) – You will select one of the books listed 
above.  You will critically read and think about the book. In your book share groups, you will 
analyze the ways in which the theme(s) or main ideas in the book are related to class topics. You 
will reference readings from class to further your analysis and support your argument.  Your final 
report must include at least 5 references from class readings. Together, your group will write a 
book review and make a brief collaborative presentation to the class on the book. Rubrics will be 
distributed in class. 
 
Final Project (due 4/5; 15%): You will create a final unit plan that incorporates some aspect(s) of 
course content. It should be designed for the subject area and grade level that you would most like 
to teach and should effectively combine the theory, research, and practice of multicultural 
pedagogy. You will also create a digital story to be used as an introduction to your unit, in 
which you describe the impetus for your unit and overlay your recorded voice with photographs, 
artwork, or other digital media. There will be three portions of the final project: 
 
1) Sketch of final unit plan (due 3/20): A draft of your unit will be due one week in 
advance of the final project. 
 
2) Final unit plan (due 4/5; 10%): Your final unit will be primarily a summary of proposed 
lessons and activities related to your overarching topic. Only ONE lesson needs to be 
written out in detail (including lesson objectives, goals, procedures, evaluation, and 
relevant materials), and the rest of the lessons can be explained briefly to show how they 
are connected. 
 
3) Digital story (due 4/5; 5%): Your digital story should act as an introduction to your final 
unit. It should answer the questions: Why did I pick this topic? Why do I think it is 
important for students to know? What do I want students to learn? Ideally, you could 
show this video to your future students on Day 1 of the unit. Your digital story should 
be 1-3 minutes in length. We will visit the library so you can learn more about the 
technology needed to complete this portion of your final project. 
 
 
Letter Grade Equivalents: 
 
93-100 A  
88-92  B+  
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83-87  B  
78-82  C+  
73-77  C 
60-72  D 
Below 60 F 
 

Policies and Procedures 
 

Standards for Written Work: All papers should be typed, double-spaced, in 12-pointfont, 
with one-inch margins on all sides, and emailed to the professor Carefully adhere to APA 
guidelines for formatting. This formatting includes in-text citations, a complete reference list 
when appropriate, and headings. Your work should be carefully written, edited, and free of 
errors. Points will be deducted from work plagued by typos, missing words, and errors in 
spelling and/or grammar. If you struggle with writing or would like additional assistance, 
please make individual appointments with the professor. An APA tutorial can be found at 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu. 
 

Attendance and Active Participation: You are required to attend all class meetings. More 
than one unexcused absence will result in the lowering of your final grade. Emergencies will be 
dealt with on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the instructor. Active participation means 
contributing to class discussions and maintaining focus without distractions from electronic 
devices. Cell phones must always be turned off and should not distract you in class. If you 
choose to type your notes, you should use your laptop for notes only, not for checking email or 
Facebook. Significant distractions can lead to your removal from the discussion.  

 
Make-up Work/ Incompletes: Please make every effort to avoid a scenario where you are 

submitting a late assignment. Unless there are extenuating circumstances and/or you received 
approval ahead of time, points will be deducted for each calendar day an assignment is late.  

 
Grade Disputes: I will be happy to discuss your work in an effort to improve future 

assignments, but unless there were computational errors, no grade will be reversed. If you have 
a grade dispute, it must be submitted in writing prior to scheduling an in-person meeting to 
discuss the issue.  

 
Honor Code/ Plagiarism: The University Honor Code will be in effect for the entire 

course. This includes writing assignments and your final project. Remember that plagiarism is 
a violation of the honor code; if at any point you are unsure how to correctly cite another 
individual’s work, please see me. Please familiarize yourself with the university policy on 
academic integrity (http://www.rcstudentservice.rutgers.edu/academic_integrity.html). 

 
Course Accommodations: I wish to make any accommodations deemed necessary for 

your success in this course. It is university policy to make reasonable accommodations for 
qualified students with disabilities. See your Academic Dean for particular regulations. A copy 
of these policies may be found at www.ods.emory.edu. 
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Professional Demeanor: We will be discussing many emotional and controversial topics, 
and it is my intent to make the class environment a comfortable and open one for all students 
and their opinions. Anyone behaving disrespectfully, immaturely, or questionably will be asked 
to leave the discussion.   
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SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
Readings and topics are subject to change. Each student will be part of a group of 3 or 4.  Please 
be sure that among those in your group you have at least one copy of each of the course books at 
every class session.  
 
Day/Date Tentative Topic(s) Reading Assignment 

(to be completed before the 
corresponding date; these 

readings will be discussed on 
the date listed) 

Assignment 
Due 

T: 1/17 • Introductions   
Th: 1/19 • Establishing guidelines 

for class 
participation; naming 
triggers; creating a 
classroom community 

 “I am From” 
poems 

T: 1/24 • Inequities in 
Education: Past and 
Present 

•  From the Achievement 
Gap to the Education 
Debt by Gloria 
Ladson-Billings 

•  

Naming 
Story 

Th: 1/26 • What is Multicultural 
Education?; What is 
“diversity”? 
Examining privilege, 
power, 
marginalization, and 
our own identities. 

• Chapter 1 from 
Affirming Diversity 

• Introduction from 
Beyond Heroes and 
Holidays 

• Definitions (handout) 

 

T: 1/31 • Critical definitions; 
interrogating identity and 
power. 
• Differing interpretations; 
identity and power 
• Multiple identities and 
situational dominance. 
• Naming 

• FILM: A Class Divided 

• Chapter 2 from Affirming 
Diversity 

• Pages 3-36 from 
Beyond Heroes and 
Holidays 

 
 

Culture 
Quilts; 
Sociocultural 
History 

Th: 2/2 • Identity and power 
• Thinking about teaching 
for social justice 
• Attributions Activity 

• AD: Chapter 7 
• Culture Quilts 

Presentations 

 

T: 2/7 • A Brief History Lesson - 
teaching history critically 

•BHH: Lies My Textbook 
Told Me (p. 124); Mountains 
of Prejudice’ Streams of 
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Justice: (p. 231); Exclusion - 
Chinese in 19th Century 
America (p. 281) 

Th: 2/9 • Whiteness; White 
Privilege; Discrimination; 
Prejudice; Institutional 
Racism; History and 
Persistence of Racism in 
U.S. Schools 

• AD: Chapter 3 
• BHH: Teaching Whites 
About Racism (p. 40); White 
Privilege, Unpacking the 
Invisible Knapsack (p. 83); 
Distancing Behaviors Used 
by White People (p. 120) 

 

T: 2/14 • Continuing topics from 2/9 
 

Review upcoming 
assignments: Educational 
Resource Analysis, Cultural 
Inquiry, Book Share, and 
Units  

FILM: Race: 
Power of an 
Illusion 

Th: 2/16 Professor Guest Speaker at 
Michigan State University 
(Professor Batty facilitating 
joint class) 

FILM: Race: Power of an 
Illusion; Culture of Fear   

 

T: 2/21 • Language and Power  
 

AD: Chapter 6  
• BHH: Language Diversity 
and Learning (154-165); 
Racism in the English 
Language (166-169) 

Educational 
Resource 
Analysis 

Th: 2/23 • Culture  
 
(Professor leading joint 
class; Professor Batty away) 

• AD: Chapter 5  
• BHH: Why do you force 
your ways (96) 
• FILM: So They May Speak 
 

 

T: 2/28 • Culture and Religion 
 

• Begin reading Book Share 
selection (see list) 

 

Th: 3/1 • Religious Diversity and 
Culture 
• ACLU activity/• FILM: In 
Whose Honor 

• Sakai: Uphoff [1] 
 

 

T: 3/6 • Gender 
• FILM: Killing Us Softly 

• Sakai: Sadker&Sadker [2] 
• Sakai: Kristof [3] 

Cultural 
Inquiry Due 

Th: 3/8 • Sexuality and Gender • BHH: Growing Up Gay 
(94-97); Compassion and 
Improvisation (405-406) 
• Sakai: Kimmel & Mahler [4] 
• Sakai: Sadasivan [5] 

 

T: 3/13 
Spring 
Break 
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Th: 3/15 
Spring 
Break 

  
 

 

T: 3/20 • (dis)Ability 
• FILM: F.A.T. City 

• Sakai: Pransky&Bailey [9] Draft of Unit 
Plan 

Th: 3/22 • (dis)Ability • Sakai: 
Heward&Cavanaugh [7] 
• Sakai: Donovan [8] 

 

T: 3/27 
‘ 

• (dis)Ability 
• FILM: F.A.T. City 

• Sakai: Pransky&Bailey [9]  

Th: 3/29 
 
 

• (dis)Ability • Sakai: Klinger [10]  

T: 4/3 • (dis)Ability • Sakai: Artiles [11]  
Th: 4/5 
 

• Structural factors that 
contribute to inequity 

• AD: Chapters 2 and 4 
• BHH: Tracking and teacher 
Expectations (76); 
Understanding the Needs for 
Youth (103);  

Final 
Project/Unit 
Plan 

T: 4/10 • Structural factors that 
contribute to inequity 
  

• Cultural Inquiry Discussion Be prepared to 
discuss  
Cultural 
Inquiries 

Th: 4/12 • Social Class/Economics 
• FILM: Children In 
America’s Schools 

• Sakai: Hochschild [12] 
• Sakai: Sylvester [13] 

 

T: 4/17 • Building transformative 
classrooms for social justice 
• Book Share 

• AD: Chapter 10 
• Sakai: Haberman [14] 
• Book Share Presentation: 
 

Book Share 
presentation 

Th: 4/19 • Book Shares • Book Share Presentation: 
 

Book Share 
presentations 

T: 4/24 • Book Shares • Book Share Presentation: 
 

Book Share 
presentations 

T: 4/26 • Book Shares • Book Share Presentation: 
 

Book Share 
presentations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Culture Quilt* 
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A quilt is a large covering stitched together from many smaller pieces of cloth. Similarly, a 
number of different characteristics define an individual’s culture. Construct your own culture 
quilt. Each of the sixteen boxes below contains a short statement related to a specific aspect of 
culture. As a PowerPoint presentation, or in some other creative fashion, replicate the grid and 
fill in each square with a symbol (sentence, picture, drawing, poem, etc.) that relates the 
statement to your own life experience. BE CREATIVE! You will share this visual 
representation through a brief class presentation.  
*Adapted by J. J. Irvine from Bennett, C. (1999). Multicultural Education. Boston: Allyn & 
Bacon. 

 
 

 
What word or 
concept best 

describes your 
family?  

What words of 
wisdom have been 

passed down to you 
from your family? 

What are the beliefs 
about child rearing in 

your family? 

What country, other 
than the United States, 

do you identify as a 
place of origin for you 

and your family? 

What do you and/or 
your family see as 

the value of 
education or 

teaching? 

What word or concept 
best describes your 

experience in school? 

How do you learn best? 
 

Who was your most 
influential teacher? 

With what culture, 
other than your own, 

are you familiar? 

What has been your 
most challenging 

cultural experience? 

What is the one 
question you would like 

to ask a member of 
another cultural, racial, 

or ethnic group?  

What culture, other 
than your own, would 
you like to know more 

about? 

Whom do you 
respect and how do 
you show respect? 

What is your concept 
of beauty? 

How do you like to 
spend your spare time? 

What negative comment 
or stereotype have you 

heard people make 
about the members of 
your cultural, racial, or 
ethnic group and how 
did it make you feel? 
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Autobiographical Narrative 1: Sociocultural History 
 

 This narrative sketch should describe your sociocultural heritage, which includes your 
identities related to race, ethnicity, family structure, class, religion, etc. This is an opportunity 
for you to explore how the various parts of your identity shape your opinions and beliefs about 
education. It also provides a chance for you to connect your personal history to the readings 
and discussions had in class. Topics you should address in the paper include: 
 

• Ethnic Roots – country of origin, immigrant ancestors, racial identification 
• Family structure – parents, caregivers, relatives, professions, models of academic 

achievement or educational goals 
• Socioeconomic status – neighborhood, class status as related to classmates, 

neighborhood playmates, and friends 
• Traditions and customs - cuisine, dress, habits, living, sayings, modes of thinking, 

divergence or convergence with school 
• Religion or spiritual practices – place of worship, spiritual activity, observances, 

religious tolerance/practices in school 
• Family values – work ethic, educational expectations, support mechanisms, relatives 

who could/could not assist with schoolwork 
• Encounters with those who are culturally different – travel, volunteering, relationships, 

intercultural encounters in school  
• Special events or rituals – holidays, celebrations, parties, gift traditions, conflict or 

confluence with school 
 

Your narrative is not limited to the listed topics, but you should consider the majority of these 
suggestions and how they inform your identity and understanding of schooling. Please be sure 
to focus your paper on how the elements of your heritage influence your thoughts on 
education, multiculturalism, and diversity. Your paper should be approximately three 
double-spaced pages. References should be included in APA format.  
This narrative will be turned in the same day as your culture quilt. Some aspects may overlap 
and be informed by your work on the related assignment.  
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Autobiographical Narrative 2: Educational Resources Analysis 
 

This narrative should challenge you to think critically about your own educational resources in 
relation to some of the issues that we have been reading about and discussing in class. As we 
have learned, meritocracy is a myth—so what resources were or were not part of your 
educational history that either enabled or prevented you from achieving? Resources include, 
for instance, family, school structure, curriculum, materials, school funding, and community 
support. You should consider the following elements of educational resources in relation to 
your personal experience and course readings:  
 

• Your own schooling experiences as a student – memories, teachers, cultural conflicts in 
school 

• School “quality” – country, region, state, city, quality of your school and school system  
• School structure—organization of faculty, students, classes; tracking 
• Curriculum—types of classes, electives, common pedagogical processes 
• Culture in the classroom—whose culture was addressed, whose voices were silenced 

literally and figuratively 
• Materials—physical aspects of school, books, labs, computers, after-school 

opportunities 
• Community—educational opportunities outside of school 

 
 
Your narrative is not limited to the listed topics, but you should consider the majority of these 
suggestions. The key to this autobiographical narrative is not simply to describe your school 
experiences but to critically analyze the resources that made your schooling either effective or 
ineffective, broadly defined. I ask that you challenge yourself to think deeply and in ways that 
may sometimes be new and even uncomfortable. Your narrative should be three double-
spaced pages. References should be included in APA format.  
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	important for students to know? What do I want students to learn? Ideally, you could
	show this video to your future students on Day 1 of the unit. Your digital story should
	be 1-3 minutes in length. We will visit the library so you can learn more about the
	technology needed to complete this portion of your final project.
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